
pmvmounts.co.uk
Assembly instructions for PMV Electric High-Low screen lift accessory

Up to 120Kgs Lift capacity - Max weight depends on trolley/stand in use!

Model No.
PMVHILO

Factory No.
ZHILO

Lifting
handle

!
PMVHILO = 40Kg - Two Person Lift

IN THE BOX ALSO REQUIRED

x1 Lift-Unit - Assembled with
lifting handles

x2 Mounting
Brackets

x1 Safety Panel

x4 Mounting sliders (male)

x4 Remote mounting bracket

x1 Remote mounting slider (female)

C - M8 nut X4

B - M8 washer

M4 / M5 / M6 - Allen Keys

13mm - Spanner

A - M8 x 12mm X10

X4

PMVTROLLEYXL - Built up to a stage
preceding TV mount installation

PMVTROLLEYXL - Single carton, inc TV mount PMVSTANDFW + TV Mount - Multiple cartons

PMVSTANDFW - Built up to a stage
preceding TV mount installation

Wall Mounting
Lift mounts straight

to wall

Recycle Me
Please

 Read these instructions carefully before assembling this equipment.
 Check the equipment has been supplied with all parts and fixtures prior to assembly.
 Do not use if any parts are broken or appear to be damaged.
 Assemble in a suitable and safe location away from sources of heat and moisture.
 Only use fixings provided with these products - Secure all fixings securely with appropriately sized tools.
 Do not attempt to alter or modify any part of the equipment or its attachments.
 Two people will be required for assembly and for installation of the screen on to the equipment.
 Do not position the equipment close to sources of heat or moisture.
 If you experience any failures contact your reseller immediately - Do not attempt to self-repair.

Designed & Manufactured
in the United Kingdom

D - M8 x 16mm

E - M6 x 12mm

X2

X2



1 Note - Lift-Unit is 40Kg and must be lifted by two persons.
1.1 - Remove Lift-Unit from carton - Lifting handles are attached to each side of the lift-unit. Two persons should complete the lift.
1.2 Remove all accessories from the carton before recycling the outer carton and packaging.
1.3 - Check all components and fixings are included before proceeding.

!



2 Remove rear cover.
2.1 - Remove X3 fixings from the underside of the Lift-Unit as shown.
Note - You may need to tip the Lift-Unit or rest it on its front lifting handle.
2.2 - With the Lift-Unit stood upright remove X6 Countersunk fixings from the top of the Lift-Unit as shown - Keep fixings together and in a safe place for re-assembly
Note - X4 Access holes are positioned above the fixings in the Lift-Unit lid
2.3 - Remove rear cover and store safely.

Access hole X4

2.1

2.2

2.3



WM

WM.2

WM.5

WM.6

WM.6

WM.1

Wall Mounting Only!
WM.1 - Remove lifting handle from removed rear panel
WM.2 - Use central fixing point to initially hang rear panel to suitable wall with suitable fixings.
WM.3 - Level the rear panel and install at least six other fixings, four to the upper area and two to the lower areas as suitable.
WM.4 - See general steps 3.1 to 3.3 overleaf to check and prepare cables to Lift-Unit
WM.5 - Two persons should lift unit on to the wall mounted rear panel.
WM.6 - Re-install all fixings from general step 2 to secure in position.
WM.7 - Install Safety Panel, TV Bracket and screen as per the rest of this user manual.



DM Desk / Surface Mounting Only!
DM.1 - Follow general Steps 2 to remove the rear panel
DM.2 - There are X4 10.5mm holes available to fix the stand down with - shown in image below. 
DM.3 - Fix the Lift-Unit down
DM.4 - See general steps 4 overleaf to check and prepare cables to Lift-Unit
DM.5 - Replace the rear panel.
DM.6 - Re-install all fixings in to the top of the Lift-Unit from general step 2 to secure rear panel in position.
DM.7 - Use (E) X2 M6x12mm Button head bolts to secure the rear panel from behind (Countersunk fixings underneath no longer accessible if desk mounted)
DM.8 - Install Safety Panel, TV Bracket and screen as per the rest of this user manual.

Access hole X4

Ex2

DM.5

DM.6

DM.7

DM.1

DM.1

DM.1

DM.1



3 4Secure Mounting Brackets - Trolley / Stand mounting specific
Note - Each bracket has a vertical and horizontal slot at each end. Secure to the Lift-Unit using the vertical slots.
3.1 - Secure each mounting bracket with  Button head bolts x2 per bracket.(A) X4 - M8x12mm
Note - Mounting brackets may change size depending on what the Lift-Unit is being mounted to.
Note - If your Mounting brackets don’t match the trolley or stand supplied contact your reseller.

Prepare cables
Note - The lift control unit is already fully wired and there is no requirement to unplug anything within the TV lift.
4.1 - Locate and remove wiring bundle comprising;
- UK 3-pin plug with 1.5metre flex - Only plug in to mains power and use after the full installation is complete.
- Remote control in aluminium housing
4.2 - Tuck cables through the Lift-Unit base - be careful of trapping or crushing cables.

Cable-tidy excess cables
to here if required

Ax2
3.1



Access hole X4

5 Replace rear cover
5.1 - Re-position rear cover inside the Lift-Unit (Reverse of Step 2.3)
5.2 - Re-insert  countersunk fixings through the Lift-Unit lid and to secure the rear cover (Reverse of Step 2.3)X6 M6x10mm
Note - Insert fixings under the lifting plate and secure with allen key via the access holes
5.3 - Re-insert  countersunk fixings in to the underside of the Lift-Unit as shown.  (Reverse of Step 2.2)X3 M6x10mm
Note - You may need to tip the Lift-Unit or rest it on its front lifting handle.

5.1

5.2

5.3



!

6 Mount Lift-Unit to Trolley/Stand
Note - This method is the same for any trolley or stand product the Lift-Unit is currently listed as compatible with.
Note - Set the lift to where you want the centre of your screen to be in its lowest position
6.1 - Insert X2 Mounting Sliders in to each upright on the rear of the trolley or stand - X4 total.
Note - Apply all brakes to the trolley to aid positioning the Lift-Unit correctly. Only mount to a stand if it is suitably supported or fixed down.
6.2 - Two persons are required to lift the and position the Lift-Unit on to the trolley and over the threaded studs of all X4 mounting slider.
6.3 - Secure the Lift-Unit using  and (B) x4 M8 Washers (C) x4 M8 Nuts - Do not tighten fully

x4

Cx4

Bx4

6.1

6.2

6.3

Velco pads should help the sliders
temporarily hold position.
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7

7.1
8.1

8.2

8.1

7.2

8

Secure Lift-Unit at desired height. 
Note - Two persons are required to lift the and position the Lift-Unit
7.1 - Lift the Lift-Unit to the desired height
7.2 - Tighten the x4 M8 Nuts positioned in Step 6.3 to secure.

Mount Remote Control (RC) holster
Note - The RC Holster can mount to either side and any height, determine which side you prefer it to be mounted to before proceeding.
8.1 - Assemble the RC Holster using (A) x2 M8x12mm button head bolts and a ‘threaded mounting slider’ in a way that suits your requirement
Note - Do not tighten and leave 5mm clearance between the slider and holster
8.2 - Insert the RC Holster in to the rear of the upright and tighten up once in a position that suits the primary user group.
8.3 - Insert the RC in to the holster for safe keeping.

Mounted to the right hand side as you
look at the front of the trolley

Mounted to the left hand side as you
look at the front of the trolley

5mm

5mm

Ax2

Ax2



9 Mount Safety Panel and TV Bracket
Note - Two persons are required for the following steps.
Note - The safety panel must be fixed centrally to the front of the Lift-Unit, however the TV bracket in use may mount in any position over the top whilst trapping it in position.
9.1 - Remove front lifting handle - X2 Fixings, keep handle and fixings in a safe location for future use. 
9.2 - Locate safety panel over front of Lift-Unit and secure using  Button Heads in two positions that will be uncovered by the TV Bracket.(A) X2 M8x12mm
9.3 - Locate TV bracket over the safety panel.
Note - TV Bracket is made up of X2 2mm sections so it is 4mm thick at the top so you will need to use two different length bolts for each area outlined in Step 9.4 & 9.5
9.4 - Insert (D) X2 M8x16mm button head bolts for the upper section, bolt through both the TV bracket and the safety panel.

 - Insert (A)  button head bolts for the lower section, bolt through both the TV bracket and the safety panel. 9.5 X2 M8x12mm

Bracket Mounted
Centrally

Bracket at
Highest Position

Secure Safety Panel
with these fixings

Secure Safety Panel
with these fixings

Secure Safety Panel
with these fixings

Bracket at
Lowest Position

9.1

9.2

9.3

9.4

9.5

Ax2

Ax2

Dx2
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Mount Display / Monitor / TV and secure
Note - Two persons are required for the following steps.
Note - Apply the brakes to all castors - Have a third person support the trolley from behind if your display is particularly heavy.
Note - Follow instructions included with your trolley / stand / TV Bracket on how to safely mount the arms on to your display.
10.1 - Lift the Display so that the TV Mounting arms hook over the TV Bracket centrally on the trolley / stand - lifting the screen at a slight angle is required to hook it in to position.
10.2 - Insert safety bolts through the bottom of the TV bracket and in to each TV arm (Included with your Trolley / Stand assembly kit)
10.3 - There are also padlock tabs if you wish to further secure the display to the trolley.
10.4 - Once everything is secure you can plug in and use your TV Lift - Only operate the lift when the trolley is braked.

Using the RC
11.1 - Remove the RC from the holster and stand in front
of the screen
11.2 - To operate the lifting or lowering of the screen you
need to keep the button in that direction held until screen is
at required height.
11.3 - Once screen is at its minimum or maximum extension
you must release the button.
Note - Failure to use in the manner as intended may result
in damage to the lift and personal injury.

10.1

10.2

Hook

Up

Down


